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Shaping cities and regions for a brighter future


		See our work
	
		Why we work
	







Welcome to SGS. We are analytical thinkers. Data enthusiasts. Curious about how places and communities work. Serious about solving social, economic and environmental issues.
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Explore Publications
Explore our independent research and insights. 


		View all
													












		Harmony in housing: Aligning supply, planning, and infrastructure for community wellbeing
	
Insights
					 Housing









		Public open space contributions in Victoria: A preferred approach
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					 Open Space









		Community radio: A lifeline for local bonds and resilience
	
Insights
					 Arts and Culture









People
Meet our national team of planners, economists, spatial analysts, data scientists and creatives.
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Subscribe
Receive our insights straight to your inbox. 
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	Plan cities and regions
	Plan future places and precincts
	Shape good public policy
	Analyse infrastructure funding options
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We acknowledge and pay respect to the Traditional Owners of the country on which we work.


A certified B Corp, we are part of a global movement of people working to create a more equitable and prosperous world.








SGS Economics and Planning acknowledge the First Nations Peoples of Australia and on whose Country we live and work. We acknowledge that the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Australia never ceded their sovereignty, and are one of the oldest continuing living cultures on Earth, have one of the oldest continuing land tenure systems in the world, and have one of the oldest continuing land use planning and management systems in the world. 


		Proud members of the Allies for Uluru.
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